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Relay For Life Field Day Returns to NMS!
By Emmie Kontente

On Friday, May 20, Great Neck North Middle School participated in the final event for Relay for
Life. The event was a culmination of all of the fundraising that was done during the year to raise money
for cancer research and to save lives.
Relay Field Day was a day full of fun activities that the club has been planning for over a month. At
the beginning, there were luminary bags that were decorated by students a couple weeks before.
People decorated paper bags to honor those who passed from cancer. Additionally, to honor those
who were victims of cancer, there were more lanterns on bleachers to spell out the word HOPE.
When everyone entered the track, they did one lap around it before the games started. Next,
students participated in different activities that included the sponge relay, bean bag toss, an inflatable
obstacle course, volleyball, and more! Relay for Life club members and physical education teachers set
these activities up, and ran everything in the hot sun.
At the end, there was a dunk tank for students to watch their favorite teachers get dunked in
freezing water.
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Advice for the 2022-2023 School Year
8th grader and journalist, Noya Zarnighian interviewed her fellow classmates to find out what the incoming 7th
and 8th grade students need to know to be successful
Questions: Current eighth graders, what is your advice for incoming seventh and eighth graders?
Answers:

Northern Light Staff

“If you know you’ll do something last minute, it’ll only take a minute to do.” -Noya Z.
“Manage your time well.” -Ethan L.
“Be friends with everyone and go to extra help.” -Melvin M.
“Don’t get an ego.” -Chris W.
“Balance having fun and being a good student. You shouldn’t be miserable, but you still need to do your work.” -Naomi Z.

Teacher Advisor
Mrs. Trina Rice
Editors
Liana Kase
Mia Malhotra
Noya Zarnighian

“Don’t procrastinate!” -Michelle C.
“Don’t procrastinate and manage your time.” -Sienna Y.
“Manage your time really well. Teachers start becoming less lenient with due dates and it can really lower your grade if you do poorly
on homework.” -Lindsay E.
“Get on your teachers’ good sides.” -Ethan H.
“Don’t blow up friendships over tiny fights” -Taylor W.
“Sometimes you'll try your best on an assignment or test and you’ll still get a bad grade, but don't let that affect everything else.” Cameron G.

Spring Chorus Concert:
By: Mia Malhotra

Abby Bernstein
Skylar Bijari
Darren Chen
Riley Cheng
Elliot Ganjian
Derek Gao
Daniel Goldberg
Zoey Goldring-Nuriel
Elizabeth Guan
Eva Halimi
Noah Hourizadeh
Liel Kafaierad
Elliot Kane
Sydney Ng
Julia Reed
Emma Santiago Torres
Avital Shakiban
Elizabeth Sheydina
Diana Smolens
Elaine Xing
Naomi Zarnighian
Gavin Zhao
Sarah Zheng
Elena Zhuang

The spring chorus concert this year was done as close to normal as possible, with a few minor changes. As usual, the seventh and
eighth graders performed together, and sixth grade had its own concert. The seventh and eighth grade concert was done in the
auditorium, with all performers 6 feet apart. The band and orchestra also performed at both concerts. The seventh and eighth grade
concert consisted of the songs “Hey Jude”, “Tommy”, and “Writings on the Wall”. Each of these songs featured soloists in the eighth
grade.
The choir has been practicing for months now, and had an in school rehearsal as well. The in school rehearsal consisted of 3
school periods being blocked out for the choir to practice in the auditorium with Mrs. Murdocco. Here, the performers practice and
make sure they know what to do, get in the right spots, and get familiar with the setting and feeling. The seventh and eight graders
don't get the opportunity to sing together very often, so it is crucial for this rehearsal, so that students can get familiar and used to
the idea of the concert and performance.
The theme was springy, so performers were encouraged to wear a bright color! The theme was inspired by Britain, and was
carried out throughout the concert. Throughout the chorus, we learned about the evolution of these bands and singers, and their
Great Neck Public Schools Board of Education
journey. We learned about their amazing talents and stories that they hold and tell. The spring chorus concert was a beautiful event
Ms. Rebecca Sassouni, President
that represented the culture and talent at North Middle School!

North Middle School:You've Got Talent

Ms. Donna Peirez, Vice President
Ms. Barbara Berkowitz, Trustee
Mr. Jeff Shi, Trustee
Mr. Grant Toch, Trustee

By Elizabeth Guan
On Thursday, June 2nd, at 7:00 PM, North Middle School presented its annual Talent Show inside the Daniel J. Tomaselli
auditorium. This year, the Multicultural Club was mixed in with the Talent Show which supports the main theme of diversity and
including everyone. After all, North Middle School is a No Place for Hate school.
Mrs. Murdocco, Ms. Dove (Talent Show Advisors), Ms. Weissman, and Ms. Montero (Multicultural Club) were in charge of running
the show. Auditions were done through video submission this time. There were a variety of acts. They included piano playing,
singing, and dancing. Original songs were also presented as well as group performances.
The acts were presented by Erica Elyahouzadeh and Danielle Yadidi, the event emcees. They announced the acts, and stated a
fact about the act. The first act was a duet between Taj Malhotra and Lana Goldsmith presenting an original song. Daniella Kaplan
and Maya Shamash sung a lullaby from the movie, The Prince Of Egypt. Voices floated around the room magically as music from all
different cultures resembled our differences. Most of the acts were piano or instrument playing. The sound of piano music wafted
around the room. Loud and quiet contrasted. The walls of the auditorium which were designed for enhancing the sound did its job.
There was a trio of musicians, two flutists - Stanley Tsai and Vanessa Chen - and a pianist, Mia Li. There was a duo dance between
Lauren and Ofer Adar. Together they danced as a team. Another act was one group dance choreographed by Ruth Herrera with 6
people (Analia Flores Balam, Erica Grande, Cindy Martinez, Layla Mejia Kin, Michelle Polanco, and Ariana Ramos) They danced to
music from different cultures. The music and dancing came flowing at ease. The harmony of the different groups together showed
diversity and how it can do great things. After each act, 200 pairs of hands clapped, thunderously, in encouragement of the unique
act.
This was the theme of the Talent Show. Different people coming together to do something a single person couldn’t do. Through
this show, we can all learn that diversity is something that gives us an advantage and gives us the opportunity to learn to work
together, as a team.

Richard S. Sherman Great Neck North Middle
School
Dr. Gerald Cozine, Principal
Ms. Jennifer Andersen, Assistant Principal
Ms. Nancy Gunning, Assistant Principal
Ms. Marissa Dove, English Chairperson
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Weird Food Review
By Riley Cheng
Welcome back to Weird Food Review. If you forgot, Weird Food Review is a column telling the history
of “weird” food as well as tasting them. If you forgot the ranking system here it is.
1. Just terrible
2. Dog water
3. Average
4. Thumbs up
5. A gift from the sky
Sorry for the break last time. Now I am eating spicy chocolate.
Overview: It sounds like how it sounds. I feel like it’s not supposed to be a dessert but more of a
novelty idea. It has red spots all over it. Can’t say much since not really a lot of history on it.
History: I can’t find the company or anything so I can tell you the (brief) history of chocolate. The
origin of the word chocolate can be traced back to the Aztec word ‘xocoatl,’ the name for a bitter
drink made from cacao beans. Mesoamericans were the first people to recognize the value of
chocolates in the tropical rainforests of the Amazon basin. Then Aztecs and Mayans praised
chocolate as a heavenly gift, and cherished it so much that it started being used as a currency.
Money literally used to grow on trees. The Aztec drank their chocolate much like the Mayans,
although they sometimes liked it cold. One chocolate history legend has it that the Aztec God
Quetzalcoatl brought cocoa to earth and was cast out of paradise for giving it to man. Apparently,
only the gods were fit to drink chocolate! All the while, chocolate was seen as a bitter luxurious drink
and had nothing to do with sugar. Once sugar was added to chocolate, it took a whole other turn.
When chocolate entered Spain, it was considered medicinal. Doctors prescribed it to cure fevers,
cool body temperature, aid in digestion, and as a painkiller. However, it was soon realized that
chocolate was too good to be used just as a medicine. It was the first caffeine to reach Europe, even
before coffee and tea. As chocolate spread throughout the continent, the demand took off. To keep
up with the desire for chocolate, plantations sprung up, and thousands of people were enslaved to
produce cacao. This is where it took a really dark turn. In the 1850s, an Englishman created the
world’s first solid chocolate by adding more cocoa butter, rather than hot water, to cocoa powder
and sugar. This is when chocolate, as we see it today, was finally born. Today, over 3 billion tons of
cacao supplies a 35 billion dollar chocolate industry.

6th Grade Trip to
Brookville Outdoor
Education Center
By Darren Chen
April 11, 2022 and May 2, 2022 were exciting days for the sixth grade students. For the
school, it was the first field trip after the start of Covid, and many students were pumped for
the first field trip in more than two years. Even weeks before the trip, many students were
talking excitedly about what might happen:
“I heard there was a wall challenge!” said one excited student.
“Yeah, my brother told me he had to climb over it!” his friend replied.
There is no doubt that both Team Adventure and Discovery were elated to visit the
Brookville Outdoor Education Center, as everyone in sixth grade ended up going.
Comments form witnesses:
“The field trip was an intriguing experience because you got to learn different skills and I
learned how other adults felt while teaching random kids.” - Noah H.
“We asked a lot about lunch but at the end we were the third class to eat.” - Gavin Z.
“The overall experience was very enthusiastic and enjoyable” - Derek G.
“The experience was OK, but we kind of did the same things in 5th grade at project
adventure. What we did in the woods was so much better than the activities in the field.
Overall, I enjoyed it and hope to go again. Emmie K.

Taste: It's terrible. It feels like Jalapeños or bell peppers mixed in with chocolate. It is such a weird
On the day of the trip, the 6th graders all got a team and bus number in their
sensation I can’t really say it in words. All I can say is don’t eat this as a dessert but more as a novelty homeroom, then we all went to the auditorium and waited for the buses. When they finally
and don’t ever eat it all at once. Probably ⅖ stars for me.
came, we all went to our assigned buses and talked with each other on the way there.
When we arrived, we were greeted by a group of “naturalists” who split us into 7 groups.
Conclusion: The article is over and I do not know what our next food is. Stay tuned for next year.
Throughout the day, we ate lunch, and participated in team building activities, including the
wall, a metal wire you had to walk on, and a giant wooden seesaw.
At the end of the day, we all said “thank you” and “bye” to our group naturalist, then got
back onto the buses and headed back to school.

Summer Recipes
By, Liel Kafaierad

Lemonade
Ingredients:
1 cup of fresh lemon juice
½ cups of sugar
Pinch of salt
3 cups of cold water

Directions:
Put all the ingredients in a pitcher and mix. Then
enjoy a glass of lemonade.

Ice Tea
Ingredients:
2-¼ cups of water
6 regular size tea bags or 2 family size tea bag
6 cups of cold water

Directions:
Put all ingredients into a pitcher and stir well.
To garnish you can have: lemon, sugar, and
mint. Then enjoy a cup of your homemade
Ice tea.

Mango Smoothie
Ingredients:
1 cup of ice cubes
2 cups of frozen mango chunks
½ cup of a sliced medium sized banana
½ cup of Greek yogurt
¾ cup of orange juice
1 teaspoon of honey

Directions:
Place all of the liquid ingredients in the
blender first. Then add the fruit. Start
blending until there is a nice consistency.
Then pour some of the smoothie into a
cup and enjoy your mango smoothie.
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Exploring NY During the Summer
By Eva Halimi
What should I do over the summer in Great Neck? A question asked often to friends or family. In this article, you will find pictures of activities you could do or go to places. You will also find
suggestions on what you could do. Have fun reading!
One popular summer activity that many people enjoy doing is going to the pool. Great Neck has multiple swimming pools at the Great Neck Parkwood Pool. You could go relax in the lazy
river or go diving on a diving board. You could also cannonball into the pool or just tan on a chair. The Parkwood Pool center has many different options for people of all ages.
Want to go build a sandcastle or tan at the beach? Long Island has many different beaches and one of them is in Great Neck. At Steppingstone Park, there is a beach that has an amazing view
on Little Neck Bay. A popular beach on Long Island is Jones Beach. Jones Beach faces the Atlantic Ocean and is very beautiful. Another beach close by to Jones Beach is Long Beach. It also faces
the Atlantic Ocean and both the Jones and Long Beach are about 40 minutes away from Great Neck. And lastly, a final choice you could go to is Ocean Beach in the summer. Obviously, there are
many other beaches on Long Island but these are just some examples.

Parkwood Pool
You don’t like beaches or pools? Or need a new idea for something to do? Well have no fear, a new suggestion is here. A third great idea to do during the summer is go to a park. Great
Neck is very lucky to have so many parks. One park you could go to is Memorial Park. Memorial Park is on Fairview Ave, W Park Pl,E Park Pl, and Croyden Ave. It is also right next to Middle Neck
Road. Memorial Field has three baseball areas where you can play baseball. On Croyden Ave, there are many tennis courts and right next to the courts is a playground and basketball hoops.
And the rest of the park is big and green and great for any activity. A second park you could go to is Allenwood Park. Allenwood Park is in Great Neck Gardens, on Birch St, North Dr, and
Plymouth Rd. Allenwood Park is actually larger than Memorial Field with even more grass flatland to graze on. There is also a mini water park for little kids or anyone. A third park you could go to
is Kings Point Park. It is huge, near Little Neck Bay and Steppingstone Park. There are two baseball areas, a playground, and “woods.” The “woods” are very big and great for a nice walk and once
you get to the end, there is another baseball field. The last park I will talk about in this article is Steppingstone Park. Steppingstone Park has a very nice view on Little Neck Bay. There is a
playground, a beach, and grassy spaces to lie down, play a game or read a book. Clearly, there are many different parks in Great Neck to go to.

Steppingstone Park

Jones Beach

Long Beach

Ocean Beach

Great Neck is very lucky to have our own rec center. Parkwood Sports Complex is an ice rink in the winter but during the summer, it is a rec center. Everything is indoors but very fun. There is
a snack bar in another room with many tables to sit around. Then in another room is where all the other sports and activities are located. They have a rock climbing wall, very big, that goes close
to the ceiling. It is very large and all the equipment needed for this activity is given to you at the rec center. They also have a soccer area to play but without any grass. They have, in addition to a
soccer field, jump ropes. There are also hula hoops. As you can see, this rec center has many activities to offer for anyone.

Do you like hiking? Well, Long Island has many different hiking trails for you, your friends or family. One hiking trail that you might enjoy is the Massapequa Preserve. This hiking trail is very
green and runs along the Massapequa creek. The trail is full of beautiful sights to see such as reservoirs and ponds. The path is paved so this might be an easier trail for you. Another example of
a hiking trail is the Sands Point Preserve. This is a very pretty trail with an American castle at the entrance and end of the trail. The paths are very wide and enjoyable for many people. A third
example of a hiking trail is Cold Spring Harbor State Park. This hiking trail is in some places hilly but not difficult to hike. This trail also offers birdwatching and a view of the harbor. Lastly, the
Caumsett State Historic Park Preserve is the last hiking trail you could go to but not limited to. The trail winds to dunes, meadows and the shoreline. All these trails are amazing and not very far
from Great Neck, perfect to go to over the summer.

Massapequa Preserve

Sands Point

*INFORMATION USED FOR THIS PARAGRAPH CAME FROM https://www.dominicanabroad.com/hikes-long-island-hiking-trails/*
*MORE TRAILS ARE ON THE WEBSITE*

Another activity you could do over the summer is go to an amusement park or a water park. New York is very lucky to have many amusement parks available for everyone. One amusement
park in New York for you is Adventureland. Where is Adventureland? Adventureland is about 1 hour and 40 minutes away. Adventure land is very fun with many roller coasters and fun events. A
popular attraction at Adventureland is Turbulence. Turbulence is a spinning roller coaster made out of steel that some enjoy and some avoid. Another example of an amusement park in New
York is Six Flags Great Escape. Six Flags Great Escape is around 4 hours away from Great Neck. One popular ride at Six Flags Great Escape is Comet. Comet is a roller coaster that is wooden so it
might be scary for some people. One water park you could go to is Splish Splash. Splish Splash is a lot of fun and is located about 1 hour and 30 minutes away. Two popular rides at Splish
Splash are Bootlegger’s Run and Hollywood Stunt Rider. Clearly, you won’t be bored this summer with all these amusement and water parks to go to!

Did you do everything already? Looking for a new idea? Well I have another one just for you! A common activity many people enjoy doing when it’s warm outside is riding their bikes. Luckily,
New York has a couple of bike trails for you to ride your bike on. Three different bike trails in New York are Hempstead Harbor Woods Mountain Bike Trails, Bethpage State Park Bicycle Path,
and Stillwell Woods Park. Hempstead Harbor Woods Mountain Bike Trails is in Port Washington, so it is about a 30 minute drive. The bike trail varies in difficulty and is a bit rocky in some places.
Many people enjoy this trail and you might too! Bethpage State Park Bicycle Path is about 30 minutes away, similar to Hempstead Harbor Woods Mountain Bike Trails. It is very pretty and very
relaxing with very good reviews. Bethpage State Park Bicycle Path is also good for running and walking as well as biking. Stillwell Woods Park is about a 30 minute drive from Great Neck and is in
Woodbury. Stillwell Woods Park is a great trail for many different levels in biking and is also great for mountain biking. As you can see, these three bike trails are very nice and good for you to
walk, run or ride your bike on.
Hopefully this article gave you some ideas and suggestions of activities you could do during the summer. Have a good summer!
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Poetry Corner
SUMMER DAYS
By Eva Halimi

Dear Ms. Know-It-All,

I sit in my classroom…

Two of my close friends are always having some kind
of drama. I feel like there’s pressure for me to take
sides and it’s becoming overwhelming. I hate that
there’s tension in the air and I just want us all to be
friends. What should I do?

The warm sun,
pressing on my face,
the heat,
just like
SUMMER DAYS

-Cindy

The slight breeze,
the glimpse of fall,
just like
SUMMER DAYS

Dear Cindy,

The soft, wet sand,
sticking and sinking my toes,
like quicksand,
just like
SUMMER DAYS

Having drama in your friend group is definitely no fun.
You shouldn’t have to feel like you need to take sides.
This isn’t your fight and these problems usually end
without others getting involved. Trust me sometimes
some friendships just don’t work out.

The sun setting,
all the colors of the rainbow,
late at night,
just like
SUMMER DAYS

-Ms. Know-It-All

The stars at night,
so bright,
more than a million of them,
just like
SUMMER DAYS
The hot air,
humidity,
is all over the place,
just like
SUMMER DAYS
Oh how I long for
SUMMER DAYS

Movie Review: Doctor
Book Review: The Raven
Strange in the Multiverse Boys by Maggie Stiefvater
of Madness
Reviewed by Noya Zarnighian

By Naomi Zarnighian

Score: 4.75/5

Ever since Blue Sargent was little, her psychic family has been telling her that she would kill her true
love if they were to kiss. Although all her family members are clairvoyants, Blue is not. Each year on
Saint Mark’s Eve, psychics can see people who will die in the next year. The only time a non-psychic can
So far, the second Doctor Strange movie is the highest grossing movie of 2022, so I
see a person is if they are their true love or they killed them. When she accompanies her mother on
think that many agree with me when I say that it was an amazing movie and a very
these nights, Blue can’t see any of the soon-to-be-dead people. Until she does.
important movie for Marvel’s Phase 4 and the MCU in general. It helps set up a
In the small town that Blue lives in, there is a prestigious all-boys school called Aglionby Academy.
multiversal premise that had already been established in Spider-man: No Way Home and
Loki. With the help of director Sam Raimi, who had previously directed the original Spider-Blue’s rule of life, besides not kissing anyone in fear of killing them, is to avoid the students of this
school at all costs. Who wouldn’t? The students, known as raven boys because of their school mascot,
Man trilogy, and with amazing performances from Benedict Cumberbatch as Doctor
are loud, rude, and think that they're better than everyone else.
Strange, Elizabeth Olsen as The Scarlet Witch (Wanda Maximoff), Benedict Wong as
After seeing a teenage boy on Saint Mark’s Eve, Blue is determined to figure out who he is. She is
Wong, and Xochitl Gomez’s MCU breakout role as America Chavez.
Before you watch this movie, I highly recommend that you watch Doctor Strange and disgusted to figure out that he is a raven boy, the group of people she despises. Richard Gansey III, or
just Gansey, has no idea that Blue saw him that one night or what it means. Although his family isn’t
Wandavision. You may also want to watch Spider-Man: No Way Home and Loki to
psychic like Blue’s, Gansey still is familiar with the supernatural; for the last few years, he has been
understand the multiversal plot a bit better. In this film, you can see the events of the
hunting for the (supposedly magical) dead Welsh king, Owen Glendower. If someone wakes him up,
past marvel projects I listed above being unraveled together. In Doctor Strange:
Glendower is supposed to grant them a wish.
Multiverse of Madness, we see America Chavez, a girl who can travel across the
Join Blue, Gansey, and some of their friends on an adventure as strange as they are.
multiverse, get help from Doctor Strange to help understand and use her power while
The Raven Boys is a beautiful story of friendship with a touch of the supernatural and magical. The
also trying to escape from The Scarlet Witch, who wants to take America’s powers for
characters are well crafted and are so much fun to read about in a group. Their bond is so sweet and
herself to see her sons across the multiverse. This movie takes heavy inspiration from
their shenanigans are phenomenal.
some of the Marvel Comics, including the House of M series and the Marvel Illuminati
The Raven Boys is the first book in a four-part series with a still-in-progress spinoff trilogy. It is 416
series.
You can really expect how nicely Sam Raimi and the amazing cast will bring the story pages long and is a young adult paranormal fantasy book. The Raven Boys is available as a physical
book at the Great Neck Library’s Main and Station branches, as an ebook from Great Neck Public
and the characters to life. If you want to watch this film, you can expect it to be in
Schools and Nassau Digital Doorways, and as an audiobook from Nassau Digital Doorways. It was given
theaters for a couple more months. Two of the closest theaters near Great Neck are
Manhasset Cinemas and AMC Bay Terrace 6. You can also expect it to appear on Disney+a score of 4.05/5 on Goodreads, 4.6/5 on Amazon, and 4.5/5 on Barnes & Noble’s website.
on Tuesday, June 11, 2022. In my personal opinion, it is a must-watch and a nice
refresher to Marvel’s typical movie.
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Unusual Animals: The Blobfish
By Avital Shakiban

8th Grade Trip:
Club Getaway

The ocean is something so vast and large that contains so many creatures that look as if they
came straight out of a fantasy book. The blobfish is included. You may recognize the animal
from all the memes and jokes its image takes part in. The blobfish is a deep sea creature that
lives thousands of feet under water. The animal looks so squishy because it is very soft and has
By Naomi Zarnighian
few bones and almost no muscle. That’s how it survives the unbearable pressure of the water.
Under water, the fish doesn’t look so ugly. But once it’s brought up on land, its features become
On May 25th, 2022, the eighth grade got together and went on their annual end-of-the-year
distorted and the fish looks almost unrecognizable. The blobfish is possibly one of the laziest
trip to Club Getaway in Kent, Connecticut. At first, they all met up early in the morning on NMS
creatures ever as all it does is eat and bob along the sea bed. However, storing fat is the fish's grounds to find their bus groups. They then took a 2+ hour trip to their destination, found their
form of survival. Without the proper amount of fat in its body, the pressure of the ocean could groups, and met their counselors. All of the counselors were from different parts of the world,
kill it. All this idle fish eats is whatever comes up in front of it. The blobfish is mainly found in the like the UK, Spain, Jamaica, Mexico, Australia, etc. Thirdly, they went and did their first activity.
Atlantic, Pacific, and Indian Oceans, but it’s possible to find it in other places as well. It’s assumed Following that, they went and had lunch. They went and did two more activities. After that, they
that the fish lives for a long time because it lives under so much pressure and other animals
had a dance party. Last, but not least, they said their final farewells to Club Getaway, got back on
found in the same conditions live for a while. Overall, the creature lives a very interesting life as the buses, and went home.
it does so little. What other animals live in the rest of the oceans that haven't been explored?
Some activities done by the eighth graders include, but are not limited to, zip-lining, bungee
trampoline, rock-climbing, and team-building puzzles. For zip-lining, if you didn’t want to
participate, there was a gaga pit, so you could play a game of gaga with your friends, your
teachers, and people from other groups.
A student, Lindsay Engelstein, reported “Club Getaway was a fun experience for me. It gave
me the opportunity to be in a group with people I wasn’t very close with, as well as several
friends. I was able to participate in many activities, which included ones that involved teamwork,
and ones that involved being hyped by your group. I really enjoyed the dance party as well, and it
was a very fun part of the day where I was with all of my friends. Overall, I really enjoyed the
eighth grade trip!” Many of the students enjoyed the trip, and many of the future eighth graders
can’t wait to go in years to come.

Blobfish below water

Blobfish above water

Exotic Animals
By Daniel Goldberg

Our planet is full of many different creatures, all of which have their own unique
characteristics. Every animal has something that makes them special, something that makes
them different. In this article, we will review three incredible creatures that have very interesting
features or abilities.
The first animal is the echidna. The echidna and the platypus are the only Monotremes that
are alive today. Monotremes are mammals that lay eggs. There are 4 different species of
Echidna, all living in Australia and New Guinea. Echidnas are counted to be a critically
endangered species, and their population has dropped by 80% since the 1960’s. Echidnas are
By Abigail Bernstein
strong diggers and good swimmers, with large clawed feet. Their claws are used to dig burrows
for their young to live in. An echidna can also dig a small burrow when threatened. The burrow is
1. Do you like the heat?
meant to make sure that only the echidna's spines can be touched by the predator. When
23.9% said no. It’s kind of annoying but whatever.
raising a child, an echidna will lay one egg and carry the egg until it hatches and becomes a
baby. After carrying the baby (called a puggle) for 45-55 days, the mother Echidna builds a
burrow for its young and visits the burrow every 5 days to nurse the puggle. The puggle can stay
with its mother for over a year before they leave. Echidnas eat mostly ants and termites. They
are very shy and are relatively small, at 9-13 pounds. They also have a very long lifespan for their
2. Would you rather swim in a pool, ocean or lake?
size, of 14-16 years in the wild, but they can live up to 50 years in captivity.
67.6% would rather swim in a pool.
The next animal is the crow. Though there might seem nothing special about this bird, it is
actually one of the most intelligent animals in the world. They are known for their problem
3. Is your birthday in the summer?
71.8% of people’s birthday is during the year. 52.2% of people are happy with their birthday solving and communication skills. Crows have been recorded using sticks to get food out of
being during the year. 23.9% of the 28.2% of people with summer birthdays are happy with their small spaces, and would drop rocks on things they wanted to break. They are smart enough to
open containers with their beaks as well. Crows can also remember and recognize humans and
birthday being during the summer.
each other. They can also describe the human or crow to their offspring and thus their offspring
will also recognize them as well. Only we and a handful of other animals can do this.
4. You are on a beach day.
The last animal is the snapping turtle. There are two main types of snapping turtles: the
37.7% of people are swimming and diving through waves.
alligator snapping turtle and the common snapping turtle. The common snapping turtle is found
in any place in America with enough water while the alligator snapping turtle is only found in
5. Are you happy to get out of school?
40.6% of people are super excited, and have been waiting for this day since the first day of Florida. Though the alligator snapping turtle looks scarier and has a stronger bite, it is much less
aggressive and will not lunge at you if you come close. All it will do is open its mouth and wait
school.
until you put your finger between its jaws. A common snapping turtle, though less scary and with
a smaller head and weaker jaws, is more aggressive and will lunge at you if you come too close.
This also reflects their hunting styles. The alligator snapping turtle waits at the bottom of a lake
for a fish to come by. It’s tongue looks like a worm, and when a fish tries to grab it, the mouth
snaps shut and the turtle has dinner. The common snapping turtle is also an ambush predator
6. Did you like this school year?
but it doesn’t stay still as much and will chase its prey. It will also change ponds occasionally. So
54% of people liked it more than they disliked it.
it’s possible to see it in the middle of a road, crossing it.

Summer Poll

7. Are you going to camp?
67.4% of people are going to camp.

8. Would you rather go to day camp or sleep away camp?
43.4% of people would rather go to a day camp than a sleep away camp.
9. What is your preferred summer footwear?
29.7% of people prefer flip-flops to any other shoes.

This is the end of our animalian journey. We’ve explored an egg laying mammal, an intelligent
bird, and a dangerous turtle. All of these animals, some more than others, have decreased in
population since 100 years ago. It is up to us to stop their endangerment.
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A Year in Review
By Gavin Zhao
Since September of 2021, so much has happened until now. In this article, we will go over a brief explanation of everything that has happened. You might remember these events or just
learn about them now.
September: School opens up again, bringing in new 6th graders while the other grades move up. During September, 3.3 million COVID cases were reported and 55,000 deaths. But
overall, it was still a risk and a worrisome time in September 2021.
October: The WHO just announced COVID was dragging on while Trump just announced a new social media platform. Violent protests and food shortages are all present in the aftermath
of 2020. Halloween felt normal for the first time as worries concerning Covid die down.
November: The school opens up again with lockers being available to all. A Float your Boat contest replaces Greenkill for North Middle's 6th grade. Many worries are present for December
and Thanksgiving travels. COVID cases are once again on the rise. Large political actions start to die down while large votings occur worldwide. November was a stressful month to say the least.
December: The holiday season has started. NMS 7th and 8th have their first concert in 2 years at North Middle. The winter concert gives a festive joy to North Middle School. Betty White
passes away just before the new year right before the age of 100. Military build up starts from the Russian Federation against Ukraine. A blizzard of warnings towards Russia of the economic
collapse if Putin rolls out an invasion. A tornado struck four American states. Steph Curry passes Ray Allen becoming the NBA’s best 3 point shooter.
January: Former President Donald Trump is impeached for the second time in his term while Joe Biden now takes the name of President.
February: North Middle School sends love in cards for Valentines for Vets. Former President Trump has fallen into a spot of trouble again with the Government being accused of abuse of
power. Amazon founder Jeff Bezoes donates 10 billion dollars to combat climate change. A memorial for NBA Star Kobe Byrant is held at the Staples Center in Los Angeles. The Stock Market
suffers its largest points fall in history following concerns in the world.
March: Pie Day challenges North Middle School in fields of math while the Science Symposium displays 8th grade’s science research. Impressive! The North Middle Theatre crew wonderfully
performed Disney’s Descendants the Musical. Teachers were given a sweet surprise after being Pi-ed by students. Pi Day was a successful fundraiser for the American Cancer Society.
April: 6th graders went on an immersive field trip to Brookville Outdoor and Environmental Center. Sadly the Amazon Rainforest reached a new record of highest deforestation.
May: The sixth, seventh, and eighth grade Spring Concert brought an enjoyable tune for parents and staff. The violence and hate that occurred in Texas and Buffalo brings a saddening turn
to 2022 and "it is more important than ever to teach our children about respect, inclusion, bias, and bigotry,” -Dr. Cozine. Students from North High come to start the transition process for 8th
graders. Relay for Life day brought attention to the American Cancer Society. North Middle’s stunning artwork was shared at the art exhibit.
June: The Talent Show created a dazzling performance with singing, dancing, instruments and more! The school sends graduating 8th graders to North High School. 5th Graders are invited
to tour NMS. All other grades graduate and move up.

NBA Playoffs and the Off-Season
By Derek Gao
The 75th NBA season is about to come to an end. Most teams are ready to start their off season and get ready for new deals and trades, while four teams are fighting to hold the Larry
O’Brien NBA championship trophy.
Section 1, NBA playoffs:
As of June 13, the NBA Finals is currently going on, the Celtics and Warriors are all tied up in this intense series. It is tied up at 2 a piece with a very important game 5 tonight on ABC at 9PM
EST. Currently, the Warriors are the favorites with a -150 betting rate, while the Celtics have a +125 betting rate according to BetMGM after a game 4 loss for the Celtics. Who will win this game
tonight and most importantly, who will win the chip?
Section 2, NBA Off-season:
Question: A question Every NBA Team That made the playoffs needs to answer.
Atlanta Hawks: Is This Group Worthy Of Staying Together?
Travis Schlenk, the Hawks general manager said that using the same team that made the Eastern Conference Finals most likely was not the right idea. Even if they turned it around to make it
into the playoffs, but got an early exit. The roster is getting expensive with Kevin Huerter and Trae Young getting extensions, De’Andre Hunter up for grabs on a contract, and John Collins, Danilo
Gallinari, Clint Capela, and Bogdan Bogdanovic already on massive contracts. The only player who is still going to stay for a long time is Trae Young. But aside from him, these players can be
gone from Atlanta very soon. But what could Schlenk do seeing the potential of this team?
Boston Celtics: Do they have a long-term replacement for Al Horford?
Al Horford has been a vital piece of this year's Boston Celtics. He’s an incredibly important piece in three-point shooting and in the paint. How he works with his teammates is very effective.
The only problem is that Horford is 35 years old. He is only a few years from retirement and is not going to stay at the high level he is at for very long. Soon, Boston will need to get a
replacement from anywhere to rebuild and get the championship contending team they want.
Golden State Warriors: How Much Money Will Jordan Poole Receive?
Throughout the playoffs, there has been one player on the Warriors who has shown massive amounts of growth and evolution: Jordan Poole. He has been spectacular in the playoffs and has
become the third sibling in the Splash Brothers.
With Poole, the Warriors are looking fresh like in their past dynasty. Poole is up for grabs for an extension. The Warriors never give exceptions on contacts giving huge contracts to Steph
Curry, Klay Thompson, Draymond Green, and Andrew Wiggins. How much money would they give Poole to make a new generation of the Warriors when Curry and Thompson retire?

Sources: ESPN, Bleacher Report, BetMGM
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Are We Overreacting? Or is The Mets
Good Ball Playing More Than Just a
Fluke?
By: Liana Kase
As I’m writing this article, the Mets are thirty-two and seventeen, first place in the NL East, with a comfortable eight and a half game lead against the second place Atlanta Braves. However, the
Mets have a tendency to choke mid-season, and even earlier, as shown by last year, where the Mets were in first place for over one hundred days, but did not make the postseason. This year,
although it is early, the Mets have been playing good baseball. However, are the Mets going to keep up this pace? Or are us Mets fans overreacting once again? There are many factors that play
into that, and they will all be mentioned in this article.

Offense
Obviously, a big part of the game is scoring runs. If we take a look back at last year, the Mets did not do that. First, let’s look at the superficial stuff. Stars Francisco Lindor, Jeff McNeil, J.D. Davis,
Dominic Smith, Michael Conforto, who is a free agent that remains unsigned, and James McCann all struggled in the batters’ box. The only two players who remained offensively solid were
center fielder Brandon Nimmo and first baseman Pete Alonso. However, two players can’t carry an entire team. In 2021 the Mets had a team batting average of .239, and an OPS of .706.
However, the Mets pitching staff was so good at the beginning of the year that the Mets could scratch out three runs and the pitching could do the rest. The Mets did bolster their lineup this off
season, bringing in outfielders Starling Marte and Mark Canha, along with infielder Eduardo Escobar. So far this year, the Mets offense has performed much better. This year, the Mets have
gotten production up and down the lineup. Lindor and McNeil are themselves again, while the rest of the team has continued to produce. This year, the Mets so far have a .251 team batting
average and a .711 OPS. Although they have had their struggles at times, which all teams do, the Mets have remained offensively consistent.

Starting Pitching
The Mets have always been a team that has been centered around pitching, and 2021 was no exception. The Mets pitching throughout the first half was spectacular, featuring a Cy Young
worthy Jacob deGrom, plus two pitchers in Taijuan Walker and Marcus Stroman who were at the top of their game. In the second half, with the Mets offense still not doing much better, the Mets
pitching fell apart. Taijuan Walker, who was pitching his first full season since having Tommy John surgery, was not used to pitching so many innings in one season. Thus, he struggled in the
second half. Jacob deGrom, who was selected to the All-Star Game but decided not to go so he could rest (Walker took deGrom’s spot), turned out to be injured, and sat out the rest of the year.
Carlos Carrasco, who was injured the first half of the year, came back and posted a 6.04 ERA, not his finest season. David Peterson, a southpaw pitcher who struggled at the beginning of the
year, injured his foot, and sat out the rest of the year as well, joining other lefty Joey Luchessi, who got Tommy John surgery, on the injured list. For the second half of 2021, our best pitcher was
Marcus Stroman, followed by Tylor Megill, who was called up due to our lack of pitching. This year, though it is early, our pitching has gone back to the way it was in the first half of 2021.
Although Marcus Stroman is now on the Chicago Cubs, we replaced him with an even better pitcher in Max Scherzer. Although Jacob deGrom might be sidelined until June, we traded for right
hand pitcher Chris Bassitt at the start of Spring Training, both him and Scherzer have performed well. In addition, Carlos Carrasco and Taijuan Walker have both been pitching well, Carrasco
having a 3.73 ERA this early season while Walker has a 3.00 ERA this year. Lastly, Tylor Megill, who was recently put on the fifteen day injured list, has been solid while he was healthy, posting
4.41 ERA, which is a little deceiving considering the fact he had one poor start against the Washington Nationals in which he gave up eight runs. All in all, the Mets have a 3.29 starters’ ERA so far
this year, good for sixth in the MLB. However, once a starter leaves the game, whatever happens on the pitching side of things is out of their control, and becomes the bullpen’s responsibility. So
how good has the Mets’ bullpen been this year?

Bullpen
The Mets biggest weak spot always tends to be their bullpen. In 2021, it was pretty solid, with Edwin Diaz and southpaw Aaron Loup being our best relievers. This year, the bullpen has been
decent, even with Loup now on the Los Angeles Angels. Although the bullpen has certainly had their rough patches, blowing three of some of the earlier games this year for the Mets, it has since
gotten better. Edwin Diaz has continued to prove that he is a good closer, and many underrated pitchers have emerged in the bullpen, one of them being Drew Smith. So far, the Mets’ bullpen
has combined for a 3.59 ERA. We have now looked at three parts of a team, the offense, the starting pitching, and the relief pitching. However, there is another aspect of the game that is often
overlooked, the bench.

Bench
A good team always has good players who can come off the bench and be clutch. Last year, the Mets had their first version of the Bench Mob, featuring catchers Tomas Nido and Patrick
Mazeika, outfielder Kevin Pillar, along with utility men Luis Guillorme, Brandon Drury, Jonathan Villar, and Jose Peraza. This year, Drury, Pillar, Villar, and Peraza are no longer on the Mets, while
Patrick Mazeika, who started the season in AAA, just got called up after James McCann was put on the injured list. This year, with the amount of players the Mets have brought in, one time
starters J.D. Davis and Dom Smith have joined that group of players, platooning at the DH spot most of the time. Although, as it is for most teams, the majority of the Mets production has come
from the starters. However, Luis Guillorme has performed the best out of all members of the second Bench Mob. Luis has batted .324 with a 146 OPS+ after slumping to start the year. Besides
that, there have been no outliers on the bench. However, with the amount of starters getting injured starting to pile up, the Bench Mob might get another chance to prove their worth.

We have covered many aspects of the game in this article, all of which the Mets have been seeming to succeed in. However, we are now entering the month of June, which could be one of our
toughest stretches of the season. After we finish off the home stand with a series against the Washington Nationals, the Mets will be headed to California for a difficult stretch for both the team
and the fans (West Coast games means ten o’clock at night starts). The Mets will start the road trip with the first place Los Angeles Dodgers, then head to San Diego for a series against the
Padres, and then back to LA for a series against the Angels. All of these teams have been doing extremely well to start the year, and will put our Mets to the test. Rough patches do happen, but if
the Mets continue to play well, there is a very good chance we could see these teams in October. If the Mets manage to have a decent record in this stretch, it could show a lot about whether
the team is legit. However, the Mets should take advantage of when we play the bad teams, and prove themselves when we play the good teams, something they were unable to do last year.
They have been doing this so far, but will they keep it up? Only time will tell, as it did last year. The Mets did choke last year, but is this year different? It certainly feels like it.
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NBA Overview
By Noah Hourizadeh
Section 1: 5/24/22
The NBA is a sport/organization that is mysterious and full of action in its own way. Basketball has to do with communication, skill, and body shape. Some basketball players such as Muggsy
Bogues were still amazing with their small height because they have high jumps (high hops) or because they have lots of crazy handles. Although, some basketball players are just tall so all they
do is stand there and block people and rebound the ball on offense and defense.
Section 2: 5/24/22
The NBA is full of teams that people love and teams that people either hate or don’t think or care about. Some teams that lots of people love are the Knicks and Lakers because they either live
in New York or they go to Los Angeles a lot. Some teams that people hate are the Timberwolves and 76ers because they think about the two teams not using the strengths they have as a team.
Some teams that people don’t really think about are the Thunder and Rockets because they don’t have players to think about. Although people have many opinions about different teams, there
are many rival teams that agree on some things.
Going back to some of the teams that people love, some people in other states have different opinions. Some people really hate the Knicks and some people really hate the Lakers even if
they do live in New York. Living in different places can change your opinion on different teams and different players. It can change your brain to think otherwise; although, some people just like
other teams because they want to just act “different” than others. So even if someone really deep down likes the Knicks, for some reason, some people just go with another team because they
want to be the “special” and “different” person.

Section 3: 6/1/22
The NBA is full of great teams with really talented players, even if the players are not really known. Some people talk bad about some basketball players because those players are not really
good people off the court. Although, if you really think about it, they made the NBA which is really hard to do and the trash-talker didn’t. Some players such as Julius Randle who used to be
amazing and then just fell off used to be the top and now because they are not as good, people talk bad.

Section 4: 6/2/22
The NBA Finals in 2020 was different because of Covid-19. The NBA playoff teams played in something called the NBA Bubble. They were in Disney World and played on the Walt Disney
courts. The virus changed how players played because some were scared and some players made others scared. Many players were called names that had to do with the virus to make fun of
them like Paul George who was called Pandemic P. Lebron James was called LeMickey James and was put into many photos of being inside of Mickey Mouse’s Clubhouse. The NBA in that year
was both interesting and funny to fans but it was a memorable moment in life for all of us.

New York Giants
By Noah Hourizadeh
Section 1: 5/15/22
The New York Giants were hyped up after the NFL Draft because of all of their new additions to the team. They have surprised everyone this year with their great draft picks including Kayvon
Thibodeaux and Evan Neal. Kayvon was supposed to be the first pick in the draft because he was very good and then more college players decided to shine. Evan Neal was also supposed to go
earlier in the draft but scouts found some issues with him.

Section 2: 5/15/22
The Giants have just released James Bradberry lV because they couldn’t find a trade for him even though there was not much wrong with him. Giants fans are frustrated with the head office
and are wondering, What is really going on? People are screaming in their homes waiting for the right thing to happen this season because they are starting to lose hope with the Giants. Then,
there are the loyal fans who have been rooting for the Giants for a long time and they sit there quietly watching each and every game, waiting for the time to come.

Section 3: 5/18/22
The Giants made some interesting moves this off-season such as drafting Wan'Dale Robinson who is only 5’ 8 but is very fast. He had an incredible stat review but some people are still
worried about his height. Many people love this draft pick but many people are still hating this draft pick and they are hoping that all of this was just a nightmare.

Section 4: 5/24/22
The New York Giants fans have many hopes for this season but maybe those hopes are too high. Many Giants fans think that three big new rookies will make their team a championship
winning team which could be possible but there are not very high chances of that unless the current players play well too. Giants fans are probably still thinking about how the upcoming season
will go. Some unloyal fans have decided to switch teams to stop the misery that is going on in their life because they can’t take it anymore.

